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1680MM T BAR SASH CLAMP EC-ETBR66 BY ECLIPSE

1680mm T Bar Sash Clamp EC-ETBR66 by Eclipse

A range of T Bar clamps for a wide range of wood working

applications including gluing of large pieces of wood and

furniture Replacement tail slide, peg and chain available.

Average clamping force of 1000kg (2200lbs). The drilled feet

in the fixed head enable the clamp to be mounted to a

workbench. The ductile head and slide are guaranteed

unbreakable, whilst the steel bar offers maximum tensile and

yield strength. The slightly tapered jaws enable perfectly

parallel clamping and the fast action rolled thread applies

pressure quickly and smoothly to the workpiece.

Features:-

Manufactured from a rigid "T" bar section steel bar fitted with

a ductile iron head and slide

Steel T Bar offers maximum tensile and yield strength and

resists twisting under high clamping pressure and can

achieve an average clamping force of up to 1000kg

The ductile head and slide are guaranteed unbreakable

Tommy bar will bend before the clamp becomes over

stressed

Twin start rolled acme thread applies pressure quickly and

smoothly to the workpiece

The drilled feet in the fixed head enable the clamp to be

mounted to a workbench

The slightly tapered jaws enable perfectly parallel clamping

Slide secured by a solid steel pin passing through one of the

location holes spaced along the steel bar

Ideal for clamping large and heavy pieces of furniture and

wood when gluing

SKU Option Part # Price

8711475 EC-ETBR66 $205

Model

Type T Bar Sash Clamp

SKU 8711475

Part Number EC-ETBR66

Barcode 5012095070313

Brand Eclipse

Size 1680mm (66")

Technical - Main

Bar Length 1830mm (72")

Clamping Capacity / Span 1680mm (66")

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg

23 Exhibition Drive, Malaga Western Australia

Monday - Friday 7am-5pm + Sat 8am-4pm

Sales Centre for Sales, Advice + Orders

T +61 8 9209 7400

hello@beyondtools.com
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